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WebATMA 

Service Introduction: ATMA, a Sanskrit word for 

“soul”, as in breath - one of the most basic concepts in 

Hinduism, the universal self.  WebATMA is the “self” or 

the “soul” of your website - It has the knowledge to be 

aware of every little thing that happens to the site and 

that’s exactly what we’ve created., one tool that 

monitors the complete site.  

Website analytics can save money in the long run. Data 

analytics can help businesses identify opportunities to: 

Reduce costs, Improve efficiency, Increase profits, 

Streamline operations, Support strategic decision making 

WebAtma is a comprehensive website analytics tool that 

monitors website performance and provides valuable 

insights into user behavior. It offers an unparalleled 

environment that takes website monitoring to the next 

level, delivering functionality and versatility while 

providing a streamlined, modern experience. 

HighLights: 

• Monitors website performance and traffic in 

real time 

 

• Tracks user behavior and engagement 

 

• Interactive dashboard for analytics and 

performance metrics 

 

• Provides recommendations for website 

optimization 

 

• Intuitive design and simple interface 

 

• Live notifications for SSL and server status 

checks 

Service Overview: WebATMA is the perfect tool for 

website owners, marketers and developers looking to 

monitor their site performance and gain valuable insights 

into their audience’s behavior. With its advanced AWS 

technology, user-friendly interface and unparalleled 

flexibility, WebATMA is the ultimate solution for all your 

website analytics monitoring needs.  

 

 

 

WebATMA offers a range of features that make it an ideal 

tool for website development, optimization and owner 

monitoring. For example, you can track your websites 

loading speed, diagnose technical issues and even 

monitor your websites uptime to ensure that it’s always 

up and running.   

 

 

 

 

 

WebATMA offers a complete suite of features tailored to 

meet modern website owner’s needs. So whether you’re 

a small business owner, a web developer or a marketing 

professional, WebATMA is the tool you need to take your 

website to the next level. 

Good analytics tools can also save time and help teams 

find insights and answer questions. Call TCC and save 

now! 

Learn More… 

Team Up:  “I'm not so mean. I 

wouldn't ever go out to hurt 

anybody deliberately - unless it 

was, you know, important, like a 

league game or something.”  

- Dick Butkus. 


